A guide to

New Islington
Manchester

Welcome to
New Islington,
in the centre of
Manchester

A Guide to New Islington

Once rife with anti-social behaviour,
it was a no-go area of the city;
fast forward 20 short years and it's
now the best place to live (that’s
according to I Love Manchester
magazine – and those guys know
the city very well).
So, we’ve put together the best
way to spend a day in what the
Manchester Evening News calls
the city’s ‘hidden waterside oasis’
so that you too can enjoy some
time here…
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What
you’ll need

A Guide to New Islington

This is Manchester. When the sun
does decide to shine it’s one of
the best places to be... but, let’s
be honest, it’s (very!) well known
for frequent downpours so it’s
probably best to bring a brolly.

You’ll also need a good appetite
as there are some fine foods to
sample in these parts.

Pop on some decent shoes –
you’ll be covering a lot of steps
as you explore this beautiful part
of town.
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New Islington
Metrolink stop
Start your day at the New Islington
tram stop – a dedicated stop for
the development which opened a
few years back, offering services
from services from Manchester to
Media City, as well as Ashton via
Droylsden and Audenshaw.
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Architectural icons
With the tram stop behind you, you’ll be
immediately faced with Chips, our residential
building that’s filled with 143 apartments – all
designed by the late, great architect Will Alsop.
Have a look at the colourful façade which is
adorned with the names of various waterways
around Manchester; how many can you see?
Walk to the left of Chips with the canal basin
to the left of you, and New Islington will
open up before your eyes. To your right, you’ll
see another architectural icon – Stubbs Mill.
With its distinctive North-lit roof, this was
an industrial hub in which Joseph Stubbs
made textile machinery parts. It’s since been
restored and is home to US-brand Fanatics.
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Old Mill Street
Now you’ll cross Old Mill Street. Landscape
architects Grant Associates designed this as
a major piece of urban public realm for New
Islington which integrates one of the principle
routes through the site with a series of linked
places, creating a unique urban experience.
Their approach was to treat it as a single shared
space, removing the conventional definition
between pedestrians and vehicles. A strong
pattern of cast iron ‘polka dots’ provides a new
ordering device along the street. Different
surface treatments, such as gravels, timber,
setts and brick reinforce the sequence of places
along this route. A row of Dawn Redwood
specimen trees and sculptural street lighting
create a dramatic, unifying spine.
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Park life and marina chilling
Once you’ve crossed Old Mill Street,
and passed the health centre (the big
white building) you’ll find the beautiful
and tranquil New Islington Marina
Promenade – one of Manchester’s not
so best kept secrets these days.
Although it’s now a fabulous visitor
destination, the marina still remains a
secluded area of calm where people love
to lunch, read, chat and watch the world
(and geese and swans) go by.
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Sit back and enjoy a rest, a drink or a bite to
eat and admire the urban oasis around you.
For families in the area, the Ofsted
outstanding New Islington Free School is
located looking onto the marina – a much
nicer view than the caretaker’s shed admired
by us suburban pupils back in the 80’s!
Here you’ll also find the Cotton Field Park –
a brilliant urban space with its own islands
an even an urban beach. It’s the perfect place
for walking the dog too.
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New Islington show home
We couldn’t take you on a guided
walk without stopping off to
admire our awesome House by
Urban Splash Town House.
It’s well signposted from the park
and overlooks the water; you
can make an appointment to pop
in and look around, whilst also
learning about how we create
homes like this in our factory. Our
colleagues can talk you through
the many design options and
layout configurations on offer.
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Pollen Bakery
Pollen’s attracted the attentions of critics and media alike
– with even National Geographic magazine celebrating the
bakery for ‘doing things differently’.
The café opened here in 2018, sitting right by the water’s
edge, meaning visitors can enjoy their treats whilst enjoying
the surroundings – with homemade pastries, sourdough
loaves and coffee on offer.
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Mansion House and Town House
You’ll see lots of our House by Urban Splash homes in this
area of New Islington; you can’t miss our Mansion House
apartments which front the Marina. Designed by shedkm
architects, these new apartments are made from super
sustainable cross laminated timber. Behind them you’ll find
more of our Town House homes, each of which shows how
committed we are to creating innovative and affordable
options for living here (more than 30% of all homes across
New Islington are affordable. Yeah!)

Northern Eudaimonia
Secret Manchester called
it Ancoats’ “Best Dessert
Stop”, so if you’ve not filled
up at Pollen, head in here for
some sweet treats. Famed for
its mouth-watering waffles,
crepes, milk-shakes and
ice cream, this venue is a
winner for guests of all ages...
including your pet pooch, as
there’s even ice cream for
dogs on the menu!
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Avro
Head out of New Islington up to Great Ancoats Street and
immediately ahead of you you’ll see Avro, in which we’re
creating some of the city’s biggest loft-style apartments.
Some of Manchester’s most fascinating history is hid
within these walls; this was the place in which World War
Two warplanes were created by AV Roe and Company, and
a certain LS Lowry was the building’s rent collector too.
All that heritage is being celebrated and harnessed in its
new form – with much of the original fabric of the Listed
structure being retained.
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Ancoats General Store
Turn right and head North West on Great Ancoats street; at the corner of
Blossom Street where Ancoats General Store is based – a shop like no other
in the area. Confessing its simple name may confuse its customers, this
place offers everything from the basics to the best. Here you can grab a tin of
beans alongside your very (!) essential Vietnamese green tea, whilst enjoying
a craft beer on tap. Not just any corner shop, the Ancoats General Store sells
delicious coffee beans, serves up said coffee beans, boasts a post office
and welcomes independent street food vendors on site. This is a shop you
certainly do not want to walk on by.
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Cutting Room Square
Head back towards Ancoats and you’ll find yourself in awe
of Ancoats’ famous Cutting Room Square. Watched over by
five giant monoliths – each framing an enlarged photograph
by Ancoats artist-in-residence Dan Dubowitz – this beautiful
plaza not only nods in pride to the city’s industrial past but
offers up some of the best eateries in Manchester. There’s
Rudy’s – serving up mouth-watering traditional Neapolitan
pizzas, Canto for those who fancy sharing tasty tapas with
a tipple, Elnecot – the go-to place for stylish small plates,
weekend brunch and Sunday roasts, and for those looking to
experience decadence in Manchester’s first Michelin Stared
restaurant since 1977 – there’s the beautifully British Mana
on Blossom Street.
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Beehive Mill
Last stop, you’ll find the Grade II
listed Beehive Mill - somewhere
filled with proper Manc history.
It was once home to the famous
Sankey’s Soap nightclub, and the
top floor was used as the Factory
Records office backdrop in the
movie 24 Hour Party People.
In 2017 we decided it was time
for US to be a part of its future
and we lovingly converted it
into office space for some of
the city’s most creative people.
Now, a thriving community
of businesses live here and
its reputation of being one of
Manchester’s most buzzing
locations lives on.
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